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Beyond Finance - 
Leverage Infor SunSystems Across Your Business
Workflow for SunSystems addresses activities across your business, joining the dots
between your people and your processes. It directs and controls many of the tasks that
fall outside the traditional life-cycle of an Infor SunSystems transaction.

A major challenge for all companies is ensuring people comply with the business 
rules defined around how things "should be done". Workflow for SunSystems provides
consistency and certainty by implementing approved process rules across the workforce
in a friendly and appealing way. 

Scalable

Workflow for SunSystems is a scalable investment. It has a portfolio of pre-built template
processes that can be implemented as-is. Each template adds control to key processes
that manage the vital data in Infor SunSystems such as new Supplier and Customer
details. These extend participation to your non finance staff and those without Infor
SunSystems access.  

Workflow for SunSystems goes much further. Not only can you modify existing templates
but you can add completely new processes within its framework to address other
management and operational challenges.  The solution has all the flexibility and control
necessary to rapidly extend or plug gaps between any of your existing systems and to
automate manual processes.

Some Template Benefits

Available templates that provide request and approval processes include new Supplier,
Customer, and Employees, updating Bank details and maintaining Analysis data. The
system also contains a bundle of web enabled self administration processes that lets you
handle activities like reassigning tasks and maintain process roles.  

Some of the features and benefits are:

Ensure data integrity, for example, select and validate bank details by BSB number;
validate that a company registration number (ABN, VAT etc) exists against a website (for
example www.asic.gov.au for ABN) to ensure the trading request is for a valid entity;
and complete a Google map check on the suppliers address.

Connect operational and financial stakeholders in your organisation; for example, a
request for a new code can be the trigger for not just one analysis code but multiple
codes. These can be simultaneously created across multiple Infor SunSystems business
units and across multiple analysable entities.  

A real life example, an onsite Construction Manager can request approval for new plant
item. A pre-defined template then maps a New Plant Item as requiring an asset analysis
code across three business units and a project code for expense analysis in another
business unit. The Construction Manager sees the request on his terms while the Finance
actioner translates that to the reporting needs within Infor SunSystems.

Real Difference - Real Value - Every Day

Why Consider Workflow?

Read what our clients say:

has given the business 
confidence to meet any
new challenge, put it in 
a 'can do' position.

the business is in full 
control.

feedback great from
users; saving them time
and supporting how we
want to do business.

now in the enviable 
position of being looked
on as world leaders.

…simpler …faster …better
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Auditable

All process steps are audit logged at execution and archived at completion
resulting in a visible and transparent history of operational activity for 
compliance and reporting purposes. Fully SOX compliant 
(Infor SunSystems 5.3).

Role based workflow

Workflow for SunSystems embodies a role based structure for your 
organisation. Depending on the profile and nature of users and tasks,
requests are automatically forwarded to the appropriate approval levels 
within your teams, departments and territories. Extensive process reporting 
on activities, time lags and bottlenecks helps management identify volume
and activity based problems.

Tight and intimate Infor SunSystems integration

A significant benefit is the optional automated insertion of any resulting 
reference / transaction record directly into Infor SunSystems thereby reducing 
the threat of human error, the costs of administration and any unnecessary
time lag.

Integration to other systems

Workflow for SunSystems can be configured to read and write information 
to other applications such as payroll, asset management etc as part of the
overall process control. Information from multiple systems can be extracted
and displayed on one screen.

Familiar interfaces 

Web Browser and Outlook deployment options provide familiar end user
look-and-feel which support easy adoption for your people.

Deployment

Workflow for SunSystems is a Microsoft .NET based application with a
browser interface for end users. This means zero footprint operational impact
on desktop PCs and your processes can be safely accessed within or outside
the corporate network firewall.

Start small, scale fast 
Professional Advantage's recommended implementation approach is to use
the Workflow for SunSystems process templates to rapidly deploy
improvements into the business. These can be done incrementally within its
framework and seed success early.  

Non-template processes, Infor SunSystems orientated or not, can be mixed 
in at any stage. A typical course of action is to identify pains and process 
candidates for automation and start the path of continuous improvement
adding processes at a sustainable rate.

…simpler …faster …better
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What other areas of your business
could benefit from Workflow?

New product development

Job control

Asset maintenance

Warranty and returns

Warehouse management

Import / Export

Compliance and risk

Employee management

Service Level Agreements

Customer service

Call centre

Telesales

Questionnaires, surveys or feedback loops

www.pa.com.au/sunsystems
www.suncompanion.com
www.profad.co.uk

Brisbane   -   Melbourne   -   Perth   -   Sydney   -   London   -   Fargo
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